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Who we are
CEMUX is the go to source from around the world.  Producing 
and providing furniture hardware solutions to the woodworking industry
and the DIY market. We are committed to putting our customers first 
and providing them with great products, support and value.



Quality certification system
CEMUX products comply with the highest industry requirements,
standards and certificates. 
 
To this end, we work closely with external testing institutes and 
organisations. However, our products’quality is frequently higher 
than those stipulated because our employees strive for better quality. 
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We offer double walled with a full range of accessories. Different applications to 
maximize your storage space and meet your every need. These drawer systems 
can fit into any cabinet and meet a variety of requirements in design, function, 
safety and manufacturing for Kitchen, Bathroom, Hallway, Living room, Bedroom 
and Office.

Drawer systems that bring 
cabinets to life



HBOX 
Slimline metal and glass side drawer box system.
Build maximum creative flexibility for customized
solutions.

ABOX 
Tested, tried-and-true double wall drawer system.
Offers a multitude of applications that can be
customized to your every need.



120,000 CYCLES
Perfect opening and closing



CEMUX provides a solution for any style wooden drawer system. 
 Depending on your design, functionality and price, we have 
your covered. From Undermount slides, to ball bearing, 
from soft close to push open, we have the solution.

Drawer slides for Wood Drawers



RT SLIDES
CEMUX undermount slides provides perfect functioning.  
This invisible runner system can enhance your kitchen or 
furniture design.

Full extenstion
3D Adjustment
Sychronized motion

BB SLIDES
CEMUX ball bearing slides offer wide range of functions 
including soft-close and general motion, all with a 
stable motion and high load capacity.



CEMUX hinge system provides a wide range of degrees for different applications:
standard cabinet, wide angle opening, special angle opening and corner
cabinet.  For use with perfect movement as soft-closing, self-closing.
Various assembly options are also  available  to meet different requirements, 
such as screw-on; euro screw; dowel and press-in.

Hinge system



Clip-on hinge
Our hinges have a built in damper with controlled silent movement. Our advanced technology supports a strong 
and long life span, providing high stability and consistent performance under a variety of conditions.

155 degree hinge

Wide angles applicationHinges for standard cabinet

105 degree one way hinge

45 angles application

For cabinet with angles in 45 degree For cabinet with angles in 90 degree

90 degree hinge

Bi-fold hinge

135 degree hinge



WIDE RANGE 
SLIDING SYSTEM
CEMUX offers a wide range folding sliding door system solutions, 
Each sliding motion provide something different to meet your every 
need. With integrated silent system, doors of all sizes and materials 
can have perfect movement.



Folding sliding system
> 20 KG/door loading capacity
> Soft-close
> Min. 16mm

Folding sliding system
> 15 KG/door loading capacity
> Soft-close
> Min. 16mm

Folding sliding system
> 25 KG/door loading capacity
> Soft-close
> Min. 16mm



POCKET SYSTEM
Pocket door system is a hidden door system for furniture.
Door panel can be hidden inside the cabinet, 
no space occupied.



Furniture pocket door system provides access to the complete cabinet contents.
Door opens with full space to display inside perfectly.
Furniture pocket door system easy installation and adjustment.
With soft close damper, gently control the movement of the door.



INVISIBLE 
SLIDING DOOR
CEMUX supply this kind of clear and perfect design sulution,
Without any accessories visible, but this item can do smooth
and soft close solutions.



80KG Loading capacity
Anti fall off sliding door system
Removable damper position
Door width 800 - 1220mm
Doorway width 533-953mm (Fully open) 
                         650-1070mm (Partially open)



TK123-Hingeless lift up system

TK306-Lifter pro

TK417-Lifter

TK127-Lift up system

TK223-Lifter pro plus



AUTOMATICA
WARDROBE LIFT
ONE-TOUCH technology provides the solution of users can access
the clothes on the high area.
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FINISH

Brushed Gold

Brushed Satin Nickel

Matt Black

Polished Chrome

NEW YORK

CRYSTAL KNOBS

PRODUCT NUMBER SIZE FINISH

K-1560-30MB

30mm CC x 42mm

Matt Black

K-1560-30BSN Brushed Satin Nickel

K-1560-30PC Polished Chrome
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510 Garyray Drive, North York ON M9L 1R1 |  1 800 668 7636 
8181 Rue Edison, Anjou QC H1J 1S9  | 1 800 361 8969
118 E 8th St, Watsontown, PA 17777, USA | 1 800 668 7636 




